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Close Parent Pop-In
A unique hybrid system which is a cross between an all-in-one & a
2-part. The inner soaker attaches to the outer shell with poppers
so you can take it apart (for washing & drying) and put it back
together before use. This gives an excellent dry time without
compromising on absorbency.
The nappy comprises 3 parts; the outer shell (with integral
absorbent panel), the shaped inner soaker and the insert all of
which popper together to form an all-in-one nappy (see diagram on
next page). There is a night time booster option too.
The shaped inner soaker has elasticated legs and back for
containment and provides absorbency where needed and less bulk
where it isn't.
Double elasticated leg gussets help containment further.
Highly absorbent bamboo or quick drying Minkee fabric options.
Three sizes achieved in one nappy by adjusting the poppers on the
front giving 'birth to potty' use.
Fits from 8lbs to 35lbs (3.6 - 16kgs)

Hunny Highlights

✔ Very absorbent - 3 different insert options
✔ 2 different fabric options
✔ Dry time excellent – particularly for a bamboo
nappy (even quicker for the Minkee option)
✔ 3 sizes in one - will fit a large toddler
✔ Hook & Loop fastenings – easy to use
✔ Good containment – leg gussets
✔ Great night nappy with nighttime booster option

Nappy Do

✔ Wash all parts after each use
✔ Fold over velcro tabs to avoid snagging
✔ Un-popper the nappy so it opens into a 'chain' to
wash thoroughly
✔ Use 60 degree wash & normal non-bio detergent
✔ Ensure your washing machine runs cold rinse
followed by hot cycle with detergent & finishes
with a cold rinse cycle (if particularly dirty) –
most machines can or do
✔ Line dry in the sun where possible – quicker &
uses sun bleaching otherwise inside on airer
✔ Inner soakers can be tumble-dried
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Hunny Heads-up
✗
✗

✗

Pretty bulky with all the soakers in - but you'd
probably only need all three at night
Hook & Loop only – easily undone by toddlers (but
will be under clothes most of the time so this is not
really an issue)
Poppering- in the inserts can be a bit fiddly but is
no problem once you get into the swing of it!

Nappy Don't
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗

Don't use fabric conditioner
Don't use vinegar - it damages the bamboo fibres
Don't tumble dry outer
Don't iron nappies – it's unnecessary
If using nappy cream, protect the nappy with a
paper liner

Hunny Hints

✔ After washing and drying, take 5 minutes to
popper them all back together & you have a whole
stack of nappies assembled and ready to go.
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